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Sustainability
PG&E’s commitment to sustainability begins with our 
customers. They have told us—and we agree—that 
our responsibilities as an energy provider go beyond 
delivering energy that is safe, reliable, affordable and 
clean. They also look to us to be a force for innovation and 
progress, economic development and growth, community 
investment and vitality, and environmental leadership.

PG&E’s role in the energy economy, and the scale at which we 
work, means that we have a unique ability to achieve these goals. 
With an unwavering focus on safety, excellence in our operations 
and combating the long-term challenge of climate change, we are 
working every day to serve our customers in a way that builds a 
better, more sustainable California.

PG&E’s future vision 
Geisha Williams, CEO and President of PG&E Corporation, shares PG&E’s future 
vision―highlighting the nexus between sustainability and PG&E’s path ahead. 
She shares how building a sustainable energy future is fundamental to our long-
term success and reinforces PG&E’s ongoing commitment to delivering energy 
that is safe, reliable, affordable and clean. 

Learn more about how PG&E is delivering clean energy, modernizing our 
energy system, integrating emerging technologies and serving the diverse 
needs of our customers.
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Our Approach
As an energy provider for 16 million 
Californians, we face choices every 
day with environmental, social 
and economic dimensions—and 
the decisions we make can have 
a profound impact. For PG&E, 
sustainability means striking the right 
balance in those decisions so that we 
achieve our goals of providing safe, 
reliable, affordable and clean energy—
today and into the future.

To guide these decisions, we have adopted 
a revitalized Mission, Vision and Culture 
framework, developed through extensive 
outreach and interactions with our employees, 
customers and other stakeholders. 
Importantly, it places a sustainable energy 
future at the center as our North Star.

To safely and reliably 
deliver affordable 
and clean energy to 
our customers and 
communities every 
single day, while 
building the energy 
network of tomorrow.

Our Mission

We put safety first.

We are accountable. We act with integrity, 
transparency and humility. 

We are here to serve our customers.

We embrace change, innovation and 
continuous improvement.

We value diversity and inclusion. We speak up, 
listen up and follow up. 

We succeed through collaboration and 
partnership. We are one team. 

Our Culture

With a sustainable 
energy future as our 
North Star, we will 
meet the challenge 
of climate change 
while providing 
affordable energy 
for all customers.

Our Vision
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Governance
At PG&E, sustainability is managed on three levels:

Boards of Directors

The Compliance and Public Policy Committee of PG&E Corporation’s Board of Directors has primary 
oversight of corporate sustainability issues, such as environmental compliance and leadership, climate 
change, community investments and workforce development. This includes an annual review of PG&E’s 
sustainability practices and performance. Other committees of the PG&E Corporation Board and the full PG&E 
Corporation and Pacific Gas and Electric Company Boards address other components of PG&E’s sustainability 
commitment, including public and employee safety, operational excellence and investments to increase our 
delivery of clean energy and to enable a low-carbon future.

Business-Wide

PG&E’s Chief Sustainability Officer is responsible for leading PG&E’s corporate sustainability initiatives, 
reporting and engagement. To further embed sustainability into our operations, PG&E established a 
Sustainability Leadership Council, co-chaired by our Chief Sustainability Officer and Chief Customer Officer. 
The Council brings together leaders from functions such as supply chain management, corporate real estate, 
transportation services, environmental compliance and customer energy solutions to define holistic, long-term 
targets and strategies to reduce the environmental impact of our operations.

Grassroots Involvement

Employee-led initiatives throughout the business help integrate corporate sustainability priorities into our work. 
For example, our volunteer Grassroots Green Network actively engages employees to reduce facility energy 
use, water use and waste, while our Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) provide an important link to diverse 
communities through volunteer service, mentoring and scholarship awards.

Strategy and Integration
PG&E’s sustainability commitment is well-aligned with—and mutually supported by—California’s regulatory 
and public policy priorities. For example, the California Legislature passed SB 32, which requires the state 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 40 percent by 2030 compared to 1990 levels. PG&E supports the 
decarbonization of California’s economy and remains committed to broad-based climate actions—from 
deploying clean energy technologies to continuing to lead and innovate on energy efficiency.

With building a sustainable energy future as our guidepost, we continue to integrate sustainability into our 
multiyear strategic planning process. We use a rigorous integrated planning process designed to identify 
compliance obligations and key risks; formulate clear multiyear goals and strategies; align resources; and 
ensure integration, consistency and continuity in our plans. The process focuses first on our risks, which 
leads to a long-term strategy to mitigate these risks and identify our critical objectives, and then matches our 
strategies with resource planning.

Collaborating with—and listening to—external stakeholders is crucial to this process. That is why PG&E 
established an external Sustainability Advisory Council to help guide our sustainability strategy and offer 
input and recommendations to PG&E as we seek to combat climate change and advance our clean energy, 
environmental stewardship, economic development and community vitality initiatives.

Our materiality assessment, published in 2014, also continues to guide our sustainability strategy and broader 
enterprise-wide strategic planning process. PG&E plans to refresh this assessment by 2018.
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Creating Incentives

PG&E’s Short-Term Incentive Plan (STIP) reinforces PG&E’s sustainability commitment 
by rewarding eligible employees for achieving specific goals crucial to our success. In 
2016, we continued to tie compensation closely to safety, with public and workforce 
safety measures determining 50 percent of management’s annual at-risk performance-
based cash compensation. Financial performance and customer service each 
represented an additional 25 percent.

For more details on the specific measures and targets for our 2016 and 2017 STIP, as 
well as our 2016 results, please see page 48 of the 2017 PG&E Corporation and Pacific 
Gas and Electric Company Joint Proxy Statement.

Measuring and Communicating Our Progress
Holding ourselves accountable and reporting on our performance with transparency 
has been an essential hallmark of our approach since we began producing a formal 
corporate environmental report in the 1990s.

In this report, we share our progress on the Key Sustainability Indicators for which we 
set annual targets. We also share data on our performance across a wide range of 
environmental, social and economic measures. By reporting on a broad set of metrics 
and issues, the report shows where we are doing well, as well as where we have 
opportunities to strengthen our performance.

SHORT-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN – 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

Measure  2016 Weight

Safety1   50%

Customer2  25%

Financial3  25%
 
1.  Based on four subcomponents: nuclear operations safety, 

electric operations safety, gas operations safety and 
employee safety.

2.  Based on two subcomponents: customer satisfaction and 
average duration of electricity outages. 

3. Based on PG&E Corporation’s earnings from operations.
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Materiality
PG&E completed its first materiality assessment on corporate 
sustainability in 2014—a strategic project to help us identify 
topics that are material to the long-term sustainability of our 
business. Conducted in coordination with PG&E’s strategic 
planning process, the materiality assessment integrated input 
from our stakeholders, identified opportunities and risks, and 
sharpened our corporate sustainability strategy and reporting.

While we continue to engage our stakeholders on these issues, we 
recognize that PG&E’s materiality matrix captured a snapshot in time. 
Because our operating climate continues to evolve, we plan to refresh 
the assessment by 2018.
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PG&E’s Materiality Matrix
PG&E’s materiality assessment identified 18 issues. Every issue is material to PG&E’s long-term sustainability, 
regardless of its placement on the matrix.

Defining a “Material” Issue
A material corporate sustainability issue is one that has the potential to impact PG&E’s long-term 
sustainability, based on the perspectives of internal and external stakeholders. This is different from, but 
related to, financial materiality, which is a threshold for influencing the economic decisions of investors. 
Material corporate sustainability issues are not limited to issues that could have a significant financial 
impact on the organization.
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What We Learned
Our materiality assessment provided important, actionable insights into our stakeholders’ priorities and our own 
business risks and opportunities. We continue to integrate these insights into our work. For example, we structured 
this report to highlight our strategy and performance on the issues deemed most material in the assessment.

Key insights of the materiality assessment included:

n  Reinforced our focus on the basics of our business. The assessment showed that safety, reliability, 
affordability and customer engagement are top priorities both for PG&E and our external stakeholders—and 
continue to be foundational issues.

n  Showed interconnections among issues. For example, the assessment illustrated that enabling 
technologies—such as those related to the smart grid, energy storage, electric vehicles and customer energy 
usage data—present many opportunities for PG&E and are connected to issues ranging from customer 
engagement to renewable energy. Water was also notable in its interconnections to other issues, such as the 
reliability of our energy supply, including our extensive hydroelectric system. This interconnectivity continues 
to provide insight into how we might approach issues in a more integrated way.

n  Highlighted the importance of emerging issues. The assessment identified a number of emerging issues, 
including adapting to the effects of climate change. PG&E continues to make progress in understanding 
and addressing this challenge in collaboration with our stakeholders, including publishing a Climate Change 
Vulnerability Assessment and Resilient Strategies report and launching the Better Together Resilient 
Communities grant program.
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Engaging Stakeholders
To meet PG&E’s core mission of delivering safe, 
reliable, affordable and clean energy, we actively 
seek the expertise and insights of a wide range 
of stakeholders. By collaborating with customers, 
communities, suppliers, investors, employees and 
outside experts, we are better able to understand 
their needs and expectations, keep them 
informed about our work and arrive at mutually 
beneficial solutions.

Our Approach
PG&E’s Sustainability Advisory Council exemplifies our 
commitment to seek ongoing feedback and guidance on issues 
that span our business, including climate change, clean energy, 
economic development and community vitality.

The Council was first convened in January 2016 by PG&E’s 
Chief Sustainability Officer. The group, made up of community 
and environmental leaders, policy experts and business 
entrepreneurs, meets regularly with PG&E leaders to share 
feedback, identify new areas of opportunity and inspire 
collaboration with new partners.

As we engage with a great diversity of stakeholders, we recognize 
that we are fundamentally a local energy provider, connected to 
homes and businesses across Northern and Central California. 
We are empowering our teams to work together more effectively at 
the local level and to better incorporate local needs and concerns 
into our operating decisions.

PG&E convenes national panel of advisers to 
guide focus on sustainability
PG&E’s Sustainability Advisory Council has highlighted 
opportunities for PG&E to accelerate its sustainability efforts. 
The Council provides PG&E with outside guidance and 
feedback from leaders in the environmental, sustainability 
and community sectors, as well as policymakers and scientific 
experts. At one of its in-person meetings, Council members 
identified a number of opportunities for PG&E, including:

n  More proactively assisting both the state of California 
and customers in their climate and clean energy goals by 
serving as a climate solutions provider.

n  Working in partnership to define the energy provider of the 
future and the importance of stakeholder engagement in 
achieving the large-scale changes that are needed.

n  Continuing to engage on policy in the transition toward the 
aggressive long-term decarbonization goals California is 
pursuing.

n  Embracing and integrating into the energy grid new 
technologies such as energy storage and distributed energy 
resources.

n  Looking for ways to partner with other sectors, such as the 
transportation industry, to accelerate the transition to lower-
carbon energy sources, including electric and natural gas 
solutions.

n  Identifying areas where the unique role of a company like 
PG&E, built to serve the public interest, can be leveraged 
to bring the promise of clean energy to all customers, 
regardless of income or geography.
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Throughout the year, PG&E’s California External Affairs department convenes a California Community 
Advisory Group. The group serves as a forum for the exchange of ideas between PG&E and a diverse mix of 
community-based and civic organizations. The group provides an opportunity for these stakeholders to share 
valuable feedback and engage in an ongoing dialogue with PG&E about issues of importance to them and the 
communities they represent.

Our local public affairs teams convene Stakeholder Advisory Groups, which discuss major projects and topics 
relevant to the local area. Additionally, PG&E convenes various stakeholder advisory groups for specific 
program areas:

n  Electric Vehicle Charge Network Program Advisory Council: provides feedback and guidance on 
PG&E’s program to install 7,500 EV charging stations.

n  Green Tariff Shared Renewables External Advisory Board: provides input on PG&E’s Solar Choice program, 
which offers customers the opportunity to purchase up to 100 percent of their power from solar energy.

n  Communities of Color Advisory Council: helps PG&E strengthen its diversity outreach and engagement.

Because PG&E is regulated by numerous federal, state, regional and local government agencies, we also 
engage through the regulatory process in numerous multi-stakeholder public processes convened by the 
California Public Utilities Commission, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and other regulatory agencies.

The chart below highlights some of our channels of engagement with stakeholder groups and how we are 
working to meet their expectations of PG&E.

CUSTOMERS SELECTED CHANNELS OF ENGAGEMENT

n  5.3 million electric 
accounts

n  4.4 million natural 
gas accounts

n Local cross-functional leadership teams that meet regularly to address local issues
n Enabling customers to communicate with PG&E through their channel of choice
n Customer satisfaction surveys, focus groups and other research
n Online energy management and bill pay options
n  Self-service capabilities such as reconnecting service via Interactive Voice 

Response technology
n Social media platforms
n Communications in multiple languages and formats
n  Program-specific Advisory Councils focused on PG&E’s Electric Vehicle Charge 

Network, diversity outreach and engagement, and Solar Choice program
n Open houses on key projects
n Customer account and service representatives
n Customer call centers and local offices

COMMUNITIES SELECTED CHANNELS OF ENGAGEMENT

n  Emergency first 
responders

n  Community 
organizations

n  Environmental 
organizations

n  Economic 
development 
organizations

n Local public safety teams
n  Workshops, training and practice drills with local emergency agencies and first 

responders
n  California Community Advisory Group with leaders representing diverse constituencies
n  Stakeholder Advisory Groups, which discuss major projects and topics relevant to 

local areas
n  Participation in coalitions and networks, such as Ceres, Center for Climate and 

Energy Solutions and the Electric Power Research Institute
n Active participation of officers and other employees on nonprofit boards
n Employee volunteers
n Meetings, conferences and community events
n Support for local programs through community investments
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EMPLOYEES SELECTED CHANNELS OF ENGAGEMENT

n  Current 
employees

n  Prospective 
employees

n  Retirees
n  Labor unions

n Biennial employee engagement survey
n Employee Resource Groups
n  Awards recognizing employee leadership on safety, diversity, community service, 

innovation and the environment
n Mentoring program
n  Health and wellness: 24/7 nurse hotline, Employee Assistance Program, and Peer 

Volunteer Network
n Workforce recruiting and training programs, including PowerPathway
n Employee and retiree newsletters
n Training and skills development, including leadership development
n Labor and management joint engagement on key topics
n  Here to Help Hotline for any employee who encounters a stakeholder with a 

grievance

INVESTORS SELECTED CHANNELS OF ENGAGEMENT

As of December 31, 
2016:

n  Approximately 
83 percent of 
PG&E Corporation 
common shares 
were held by 
institutional 
investors

n  The top 10 
institutional 
investors owned 
approximately 
37 percent of our 
common stock 

n Quarterly earnings calls and news releases
n One-on-one meetings and industry conferences
n Required disclosures
n Discussions with institutional investors regarding corporate governance
n Investor relations communications (as-necessary and scheduled correspondence)
n  Engagement on sustainability through events such as CECP’s Strategic Investor 

Initiative

SUPPLIERS SELECTED CHANNELS OF ENGAGEMENT

n  Diverse suppliers 
(women-, minority-, 
service-disabled-
veteran and 
LGBTQ-owned 
businesses)

n  Local suppliers
n  Small suppliers
n  Non-diverse prime 

suppliers

n Supplier Diversity Program with specific spending targets
n  Workshops and capacity-building training that support safe, cyber-secure, green 

and thriving diverse suppliers
n  Technical assistance and training programs for suppliers, many in conjunction with 

community organizations
n Annual Responsible Supplier of the Year Awards
n Supplier Sustainability Program
n  Engagement with the Electric Utility Industry Sustainable Supply Chain Alliance, 

Sustainable Purchasing Leadership Council and the California Utilities Diversity 
Council

n Facilitating supplier mentoring relationships
n Engagement with local and national diverse business organizations
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Key Sustainability Indicators

 
 target met or exceeded  √
 target not met  —
Business

Metric 2016 Target 2016 Result Meets Target 2017 Target

GAS OPERATIONS

Strength-Tested Transmission Pipeline (miles) 80 89 √ 242

Transmission Pipeline Replacement (miles) 8 22 √ 30

Valves Automated (number of valves) 26 33 √ 35

Retrofitted Transmission Pipeline (miles) 111 107 — 132

Gas Dig-Ins1 2.03 2.02 √ 1.92 
(dig-ins per 1,000 Underground Service Alert tickets)  

ELECTRIC OPERATIONS2

System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) 0.892 1.022 — 1.00 
average number of outages per customer 

System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) 96.3 108.9 — 107.0 
average duration of outages per customer in minutes 

Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI) 108.0 106.7 √ 107.0 
average restoration time per outage in minutes 

NUCLEAR OPERATIONS

Unit 1 Performance Indicator3  98.7 100.00 √ 90.5

Unit 2 Performance Indicator3  98.7 90.0 — 87.6

COMPLIANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT

Employees Completing Annual Compliance  
and Ethics Training 99.8% 99.4% — 99.8%

Management Employees Completing 
Annual Code of Conduct Training 99.8% 99.8% √ 99.8%

1. Total number of third-party dig-ins (i.e., damage from a third party resulting in repair or replacement of an underground facility). Definition of exclusions 
slightly adjusted in 2016 to align with benchmarks. 

2 The slight decline in year-over-year reliability can mostly be attributed to stormy El Nino weather early in the year.

3. Refers to the sum of 12 performance indicators for nuclear power generation reported to the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations and compared to 
industry benchmarks.
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 target met or exceeded  √
 target not met  —
Safety

Metric 2016 Target 2016 Result Meets Target 2017 Target

PUBLIC SAFETY

Leak Repair Performance1  100 or fewer 52 √ 100 or fewer 
(number at year-end) 

Gas Emergency Response2  21.00 20.02 √ 21.00 
(minutes) 

Transmission & Distribution Wires Down3 2,572 3,299 — N/A4 
(number of instances) 

Electric Overhead Conductor Index4  N/A N/A N/A 1.00 

Electric Emergency Response5  97.5% 98.3% √ 97.5% 
(percentage within 60 minutes) 

WORKPLACE SAFETY

Lost Workday Case Rate6 0.320 0.402 — 0.339

Serious Preventable Motor Vehicle Incident Rate7 0.239 0.280 — 0.239

Timely Reporting of Injuries8 67.1% 67.3% √ 71.3%

1. Number of grade 2 and 2+ leaks open at year-end. Grade 2 and 2+ leaks are minor and non-hazardous. 

2. Average response time in minutes to an immediate response gas emergency order. 

3. Number of unplanned sustained outage events involving at least one downed overhead electric transmission or primary distribution conductor. 

4. For 2017, this metric is changing and will track the successful completion of three key work activities: (1) circuit miles of electric distribution infrared inspections 
completed, (2) circuit miles of distribution electric conductor upgraded/replaced, and (3) number of trees trimmed/removed as part of the vegetation management 
program. This public and employee safety metric supports the prevention of distribution conductor failures resulting in wires down. This metric will replace the 
Transmission & Distribution Wires Down metric. 

5. Percentage of time that PG&E personnel are on site within 60 minutes after receiving a 911 call of a potential PG&E electric hazard. 

6. Number of lost workday cases incurred per 200,000 hours worked (or for approximately every 100 employees). 

7. Number of serious preventable motor vehicle incidents occurring that the driver could have reasonably avoided, per 1 million miles driven. 

8. Percentage of work-related injuries reported to the 24/7 Nurse Report Line within one day of the incident. 
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 target met or exceeded  √
 target not met  —
Customers and Communities

Metric 2016 Target 2016 Result Meets Target 2017 Target

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Customer Satisfaction Score1 75.7 76.1 √ 76.4

Gas and Electric Meter Billing Accuracy2  99.73% 99.74% √ 99.68% 
(percentage of bills)

ENERGY AFFORDABILITY

Energy Savings Assistance Program  119,940 74,319 — 90,030 
(number of homes weatherized) 

California Alternative Rates for Energy  1,419,000 1,423,324 √ 1,413,000 
(number of eligible customers enrolled) 

CUSTOMER ENERGY EFFICIENCY3

Electricity Saved (GWh) 1,236 1,406 √ 1,144

Natural Gas Saved (million therms) 18.4 23.6 √ 18.6

Generation Capacity Avoided (MW) 226 292 √ 193

COMMUNITY INVESTMENTS

Charitable Contributions 1.1% 1.2% √ 1.1% 
(percentage of pre-tax earnings from operations)

SUPPLIER DIVERSITY

Spending on Certified Diverse Suppliers 42.0% 44.4% √ 42.0% 
(percentage)

1. Overall satisfaction of customers with the products and services offered by PG&E, as measured through a quarterly survey. Each year, we calibrate our customer 
satisfaction performance using results from J.D. Power’s Utility Customer Satisfaction Studies. This comparison helps us set our goal for next year, as we aim to 
achieve second quartile performance in customer satisfaction. 

2. Refers to the percentage of bills that are not adjusted after being mailed to the customer. Each year, a very small percentage of bills must be estimated, largely 
due to intermittent connectivity (similar to a cell phone temporarily losing its connection). 

3. Data refers to annual energy savings or the first-year impacts associated with installed customer energy efficiency projects. Targets are based on mandated 
energy efficiency savings as agreed upon with the CPUC. 
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 target met or exceeded  √
 target not met  —
Employees

Metric 2016 Target 2016 Result Meets Target 2017 Target

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Employee Engagement Index1 76 77 √ N/A2

Employee Volunteer Hours 90,000 96,800 √ 91,000

Employee Giving Campaign Pledges/Donations ($ million) $7.9 $8.4 √ $8.2

CAREER PATHWAYS

Training Effectiveness3 4.45 4.48 √ 4.52

PowerPathway™ graduates hired into industry jobs (percentage) 82% 82% √ 82%

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

Workforce Unavailable Due to Health4 7.2% 7.2% √ 6.9%

1. Percentage of favorable responses to questions on employee survey that measure employee engagement. 

2. There is no 2017 target because PG&E’s employee survey is fielded every two years to allow more time to execute on action plans to address issues identified in 
the survey. Conducting biennial surveys is consistent with best practice among companies. 

3. Measures the effectiveness of PG&E’s internal training program on a five-point scale through employee surveys on predictive data from employees on their 
ability to use training on the job. 

4. Percentage of full-time employees unavailable for work either due to long-term or short-term health reasons, as measured by total workdays lost for the entire year of 2016. 

 target met or exceeded  √
 target not met  —
Environment

Metric 2016 Target 2016 Result Meets Target 2017 Target

COMPLIANCE

Agency Inspections Without a Written Enforcement Action 90% 95% √ 90%

BUILDINGS AND OPERATIONS

Additional Energy Use Reduction1 2.0% 1.2% — — 3

Additional Water Use Reduction2 3.5% 0% — — 3

Waste Diversion Rate4 80% 80% √ 80%

NATURAL RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP

“Bird-Safe” Utility Pole Retrofits 2,000 2,068 √ 2,000

CLEAN ENERGY

Renewable Portfolio Standard  23% 32.8% √ Average of 23% over 
(average percentage of renewable energy     2014 to 2016 period 
delivered to customers, 2014 to 2016)    

SUPPLIER SUSTAINABILITY

Supplier Environmental Performance Standards5 70% 75% √ 75%

1. Energy use reduction is measured by comparing usage in MMBtus against the prior year at offices and service yards. In 2016, PG&E changed its methodology to 
measure energy use reduction on a square-foot basis. 

2. Water use reduction is measured by comparing usage in gallons against the prior year at offices and service yards. In 2016, PG&E changed its methodology to 
measure water use reduction on a square-foot basis. 

3. In 2017, PG&E is establishing new longer-term goals for reducing the environmental impact of our internal operations. 

4. The waste metric measures the rate at which waste was diverted from landfills in the final quarter of each year and includes all non-hazardous municipal waste at 
office facilities and service yards. 

5. Represents the percentage of top-tier suppliers (approximately 100 critical firms that represented about 60 percent of PG&E’s spend in 2016) that achieve a score of 
three or higher on a five-point scale relative to key elements of PG&E’s Supplier Environmental Performance Standards. Scoring is based on suppliers’ responses to 
an annual survey conducted by the Electric Utility Industry Sustainable Supply Chain Alliance. 
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Recognition
In 2016, PG&E was honored to be recognized for our commitment to excellence in 
three major areas: corporate sustainability and environmental leadership, diversity 
and inclusion, and innovation and operations.

Corporate Sustainability and Environmental Leadership

n  Association of Energy Services Professionals—
Energy Award for Outstanding Achievement in 
Non-Residential Marketing and Communications for 
PG&E’s Step Up and Power Down initiative 

n  CDP—Climate A List as a global leader on climate change 

n  Civic 50—One of America’s 50 most community-
minded companies

n  Corporate Responsibility Magazine’s 100 Best 
Corporate Citizens—No. 1 among utilities and 
No. 22 overall 

n  Newsweek Green Rankings—No. 1 among electric and 
gas providers and No. 15 overall in the United States 

n  U.S. Green Building Council—LEED Gold for 
PG&E’s Kendall Road Campus in San Luis Obispo
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Diversity and Inclusion

n  Affinity Inc magazine—100 Top Corporations for 
LGBT Economic Empowerment 

n  Asia Society—Best Employer for Marketing and 
Support to Asian Pacific American Community 

n  Black Enterprise magazine—One of the 50 best 
companies for diversity 

n  California Black Chamber of Commerce—
Corporate Community Leader Award 

n  California Breastfeeding Coalition—For exemplary 
support at PG&E’s Diablo Canyon Power Plant 

n  Disability Equality Index—A perfect score of 100 percent 

n  DiversityBusiness.com—One of the top 25 
organizations for multicultural business opportunities 

n  DiversityInc—One of the top energy companies in 
the nation for diversity 

n  G.I. Jobs Magazine—Top 100 Military Friendly 
Employer® 

n  The Greenlining Institute—“A” on Supplier Diversity 
Report Card 

n  Human Rights Campaign—100 percent rating on the 
Corporate Equality Index

n  Military Times—One of the best employers for veterans 

n  Minority Business News USA Magazine— 
One of America’s most admired companies for  
supplier diversity 

n  National Gay and Lesbian Chamber of 
Commerce—Corporation of the Year 

n  National Minority Supplier Development Council—
Gazelle Award for success in accelerating the growth 
of minority-owned businesses 

n  United Negro College Fund/Northern California 
Leadership Council—Corporation of the Year 

n  U.S. Department of Defense Employer Support of 
the Guard and Reserve office—For long-standing 
support of employees serving in the National Guard 
and Reserve 

n  U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce—Million 
Dollar Club and one of the top 10 corporations  
in the country 

n  Western Region Minority Supplier Development 
Council—Utility of the Year 

n  Women’s Business Enterprise—Inducted into the 
Hall of Fame 

n  Women’s Business Enterprise National Council—
One of America’s top companies for women-owned 
businesses

Innovation and Operations

n  American Chemistry Council—Certified PG&E’s  
gas safety operations to the RC14001 management 
system standard 

n  California Agricultural Heritage Club—Inductee, 
honored for 150 years of supporting California agriculture 

n  California Emergency Services Association— 
Gold Award for exceptional efforts in the field of 
emergency preparedness 

n CIO magazine—CIO 100 Award 

n Edison Electric Institute—Emergency Recovery Award 

n  Ergo Cup Competition—Ergonomics Program 
Improvement Award 

n  International Lineman’s Rodeo—Seven awards for 
PG&E linemen 

n  Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance—Certified 
PG&E’s Supplier Quality Assurance Department’s quality 
management system to the ISO 9001:2008 standard
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Employee Champions

In 2016, PG&E recognized a number of employees with our highest honors for their commitment to safety, 
innovation, environmental leadership, diversity, and community involvement. PG&E awarded several recipients 
$5,000 each to present to the nonprofit of their choice, while finalists received $1,000 each.

Shermer L. Sibley Safety and Health Award

This award recognizes PG&E organizations for their outstanding contributions toward public and workplace safety 
and health, and was given to the:

n  Customer Care Field Meter Operation team for 
cultivating a work environment that emphasizes the 
importance of personal safety at work and at home 
by speaking up, taking action to resolve issues and 
looking out for one another. 

n  Gas T&D Construction team for their commitment 
to a strong safety culture that encourages employees 
to raise issues, gets those issues resolved and 
communicates the results back to employees. 

n  Humboldt Bay Power Plant Decommissioning team 
for working for more than three years without a single 
work-related incident requiring medical treatment 
beyond first aid while decommissioning the nuclear 
power plant.

John A. Britton Award

This award, which recognizes individuals who, through extraordinary bravery, self-sacrifice and 
resourcefulness, saved the life of a colleague or community member, was awarded to:

n  Jeff Nunes, who saved the life of a 20-year-old heart 
attack victim by performing CPR for 20 minutes until 
emergency responders arrived. 

n  Ken Hackenkamp, who helped three young children 
escape from a vehicle that had crashed into a tree and 
stayed with the injured woman until first responders arrived. 

n  Vince Hildebrand, who saved the life of a choking 
victim by performing the Heimlich maneuver. 

n  Mary Juvik, who saved her mother’s life by performing 
the Heimlich maneuver. 

n  Rick Logan, who saved the lives of passengers in a 
burning, overturned pickup truck struck by another 
car by freeing a passenger who was trapped by her 
seatbelt and helping four young children move safely 
away from the vehicle. The driver, PG&E employee 
Shane Mulligan, was also honored for his bravery. 

n  Alina Zohrabian, who saved the life of a choking 
victim by performing the Heimlich maneuver. 

n  Liz Zulueta-Talisayan, who saved the life of a 
motorcyclist who collided with a car by performing first 
aid until first responders arrived.

Margaret Mooney Award for Innovation

This award recognizes individuals and teams whose creative solutions help PG&E achieve its goals, and was 
awarded to the:

n  Portable Liquefied Natural Gas and Compressed 
Natural Gas team for successfully completing the 
largest sustainable portable natural gas project ever 
attempted in the industry. 

n  Volt Var Optimization team, which uses innovative 
software to optimize the voltage delivered to PG&E’s 
customers, which in turn makes customers’ devices 
more energy efficient. 

n  Vegetation Management Lift team for leveraging 
cutting-edge technologies like LiDAR that improve 
the safety, reliability and efficiency of vegetation 
inspections.
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Richard A. Clarke Environmental Leadership Award

This award honors PG&E individuals and teams who demonstrate environmental stewardship, and was 
awarded to:

n  Oakdale Manufactured Gas Plant Remediation 
team for identifying best practices for safety and 
stakeholder engagement that are being used to guide 
other PG&E remediation projects. 

n  Osprey Habitat Relocation team for working with 
landowners, the Bureau of Reclamation and other 
agencies to devise solutions for osprey nests located 
on top of PG&E electric poles. 

n  Retail Products Platform team for bringing highly 
efficient products to PG&E’s residential customers with 
a large-scale retail program. 

n  Stockton Regional Office Project team for raising 
the bar for green buildings in PG&E’s office portfolio.

Presidents’ Diversity Champion Award

This award recognizes employees whose ideas and actions contribute to a diverse and inclusive workplace, 
and was awarded to:

n  Verdelle Burford and Jolean French, members 
of PG&E’s Black ERG, who have raised funds and 
awareness for African-American issues in Stockton 
and inspired coworkers to get involved with local 
nonprofits and volunteer for community events. 

n  Miyuki Iwahashi, who made recommendations on 
behalf of PG&E’s Women’s Network ERG which 
resulted in dramatic improvements for employees who 
are new parents, including a redesigned parental leave 
process and the creation of more than 60 dedicated 
spaces for nursing mothers. 

n  Gabe Trevino, who has served as president and in 
other leadership roles in PG&E’s PrideNetwork ERG 
for nearly 10 years, and has more than doubled the 
group’s membership.

Frederick W. Mielke, Jr. Award for Outstanding Community Service

This award distinguishes PG&E employees who demonstrate an outstanding commitment to the communities where 
they live and work, and was awarded to:

n  Steven Newvine, who has served on the Merced 
Workforce Investment Board for 10 years and created 
the region’s first youth job training in energy efficiency. 

n  Michelle Patrick, who has volunteered with Global 
Glimpse, an Oakland nonprofit which provides 
immersive travel experiences to Bay Area high school 
students to foster global awareness and responsibility. 

n  Mariana Sierra, who for many years has volunteered 
with Future Leaders of America’s East Bay affiliate, a 
program that promotes the personal development of 
Latino youth.


